Each time Gladys Tso lost a
hand during a particular game of
competitive poker, fellow player
Henry Zhang insisted on replacing
her chips with some of his own.
Far from appreciating the gesture,
Gladys found it a tad condescending,
and looking back, Henry admits his
early attempts to win the heart of
his Stanford University classmate
were probably misguided. “The
more I tried to get her attention,
the more I seemed to drive her
away,” he smiles. Fortunately, the
two eventually connected; and
after several years of dating, Henry
proposed marriage.
Having
enjoyed
numerous
weekend getaways to Bali since
settling together in Hong Kong, the
couple had noted long before they
were engaged that the island would
be a lovely locale for a wedding. The
pair decided to limit the guest list
for the celebratory weekend to their
closest friends and family members,
and then hold a separate banquet in
the groom’s native city of Beijing
three weeks later for extended
relatives and friends of the family.
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Marvin Lin - hair
Kamen Leung - makeup
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Photography
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Shoes
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An exclusive estate overlooking the Indian Ocean
offered the ideal setting for the intimate event the
pair envisioned. “We fell in love with it instantly
upon entering the property,” explains the bride of
the Javanese premises. “It was relaxed but luxurious.”
Terraced levels on the grounds of the estate offered
progressive event sites, beginning with an uppermost
pavilion perfect for the couple’s ceremony; a mid-level
lawn area for the cocktail hour; and a landscaped lower
plane for the tented reception.
Wedding planning spanned a total of 18 months and
incorporated vendors from five different countries.
Stunning invitations that featured a floral motif in
soft pink and antique gold offered a taste of the event
to come while concealing the exact location of the
couples’ nuptials. Once attendees were installed in
their lodgings for the weekend, they were collected
via prearranged transportation and escorted to and
from various events, including a poker-themed
rehearsal dinner, a day-after brunch, and a game of
golf. “It would have been no fun at all if everyone
had researched the venues inside and out in advance,”
explains the groom.
Humorous challenges issued by the bridesmaids
were completed by Henry and his attendants the
morning of the ceremony, a fun and symbolic
Hong Kong tradition meant to affirm the groom’s
commitment to his future wife. “They had to wear
ballet tutus while dancing to Swan Lake,” laughs the
bride. “Henry tried very hard to do away with this
tradition, but the bridesmaids refused to give up their
chance to make fun of the guys!”
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A traditional tea ceremony was held at noon. “The bride and groom
serve tea to both sets of parents in exchange for words of wisdom,”
explains Gladys of the cherished ritual. A vision in the first of four
gowns of the day, she wore a custom designed blush qipao that featured
beautiful details of antique lace for the tea ceremony. Henry was attired
in an ash-grey suit with a black bow tie. “It was important to us to honor
our parents and show respect for the Chinese tradition by including this
ceremony,” affirms the groom.
The Western-style vow exchange that followed the tea ceremony
took place overlooking the sea. Four large, alabaster urns held roses,
hydrangeas, and phalaenopsis orchids in shades of strawberry, vanilla,
and crème brûlée, a delicious blend that coordinated with the bride’s
bouquet. Attendants attired in pale pink gowns carried nosegays of
champagne roses. Clad in an ethereal ivory wedding dress, her face
covered with a cathedral veil, the breathtaking bride made her way
down a walkway adorned with swirls of frosty rose petals. “A rush of
emotion went through me,” recalls the groom of the moment he saw
his bride emerge from the joglo house. “I had never shed a tear in front
of Gladys before, but I did as she walked down the aisle to meet me.”
Tempting canapés, flutes of Dom Perignon rosé, and sweet candy
treats gratified guests’ appetites during the cocktail hour held between
the ceremony and reception. The latter celebration transpired in an
impressive marquee draped with billowing fabric and illuminated with
soft, romantic lighting. Chandeliers and delicate crystals cascaded from
a grand floral arrangement overhead, suspended just above a custom
dance floor that showcased the couple’s monogram. Floral arrangements
in elongated silver stands rested in the center of round tables that had
been draped in pink chiffon.
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The newlyweds enjoyed the evening from a sweetheart table centrally
located to provide them with a perfect view of the gorgeous décor as
well as the loved ones surrounding them. During the reception, the
bride revealed two additional stunning styles including a second, more
voluminous wedding dress for the couple’s first dance, and a soft pink
evening gown for the conclusion of the occasion.
Throughout the festivities, guests were entertained by a fivepiece jazz band from Hong Kong, a variety of vocalists, and a trio
of opera singers from Australia – a surprise highlight of the evening
courtesy of the bride. “Everyone was dancing, even our normally shy
parents,” remarks the groom.

The couple’s soaring wedding cake featured pink ribbons and stood
upon a platform of roses. A dessert buffet housed in a separate, adjacent
tent was unveiled following the cake cutting. At the conclusion of the
evening, miniature bottles of spirits were provided to guests as favors:
Belvedere vodka for the gentlemen and The Macallan for the ladies.
In the days and months following the weekend, numerous friends
remarked to Henry and Gladys that the nuptials were the best they
had ever attended… and the happy couple could not have been more
pleased. “I never expected the wedding to be so much fun,” confesses
the elated groom. “All the hard work was worth it the moment I saw
ALISON BONN
the wide smile on the beautiful face of my wife.”
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